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The oriental game of Go is increasingly recognized as the "grand challenge"
of Articial Intelligence (AI). So far, traditional AI approaches have resulted in
programs that play at the level of a human amateur. Engineering Go knowledge
into a Go playing program has proven to be a dicult task, a machine learning
approach might therefore be successful.
In this study, a supervised learning approach is used to learn to distinguish
good moves from bad moves. This is done by training a neural network on
a database of moves played by human players. The network's performance is
measured on a prediction task. Three main research directions can be identied
in this study. The rst direction relates to the features used to encode a position
in the game of Go. Specically, an attempt is made to capture global information
into a local area.
The second research direction addresses the methodology of supervised learn-
ing. In order to gain some insight in the ability of a neural network to extract
the knowledge used by human experts, both professional and human amateur
games are used in the training process. Furthermore, games used in the training
sets are decomposed to test whether knowledge obtained in a specic part of
the game can be applied to the entire game.
The last research direction is an attempt to uncover the relation between
move prediction accuracy and playing strength.
Results show that (1) capturing global information leads to a signicantly
higher prediction performance, (2) professional games do not necessarily provide
a better base for achieving a high prediction score than amateur games, (3)
knowledge obtained from one part of the game does not generalize over the entire
game, and (4) no strong claims can be made regarding the relation between
prediction accuracy and playing strength, at least for the program used in this
study.
1Samenvatting
Het oosterse spel Go wordt steeds meer gezien als de "grote uitdaging" binnen
de Articial Intelligence (AI). Tot op heden hebben traditionele AI aanpakken
geresulteerd in programma's die qua sterkte blijven steken op beginnersniveau.
Het handmatig verzamelen en integreren van specieke Go kennis is een zeer
moeilijke taak, een machine zelf deze kennis laten leren zou daarom een suc-
cesvolle aanpak kunnen zijn.
In deze studie vindt het leren plaats in een supervised setting. Gepoogd
wordt een neuraal netwerk het onderscheid tussen goede en slechte zetten te leren
door het netwerk te trainen op partijen die gespeeld zijn door menselijke spelers.
De prestaties van het neurale netwerk worden gemeten op een voorspellingstaak.
Deze studie bestaat uit drie hoofdrichtingen. De eerste richting betreft de
kenmerken die gebruikt worden om een Go positie te coderen, hierbij wordt
getracht globale informatie te "vangen" in een lokaal gebied.
De tweede richting stelt de gebruikte methodologie van supervised leren aan
de kaak. Om te onderzoeken in hoeverre een neuraal netwerk de opgeslagen
expert-kennis kan extraheren, worden professionele partijen en amateur partijen
gebruikt in het training proces. Verder is onderzocht of kennis opgedaan uit een
bepaalde fase van het spel gegeneraliseerd kan worden over het gehele spel, door
de partijen uit de training set op te delen.
De derde en laatste onderzoeksrichting richt zich op het verband tussen
voorspellingsnauwkeurigheid en speelsterkte.
Resultaten tonen aan dat (1) het "vangen" van globale informatie leidt
tot een signicant hogere score op de voorspellingstest, (2) professionele par-
tijen niet per se een betere voedingsbodem bieden voor het behalen van een
hoge voorspellingsscore dan amateur partijen, (3) kennis ge extraheerd uit een
bepaalde fase van het spel niet gegeneraliseerd kan worden over het gehele spel,
en (4) geen sterke claims gemaakt kunnen worden over het verband tussen voor-
spellingsnauwkeurigheid en speelsterkte, in ieder geval niet voor het programma
dat in deze studie gebruikt is.
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4Preface
In May 1997, IBM's Deep Blue Supercomputer played a fascinating match,
resulting in a loss for the reigning World Chess Champion, Garry Kasparov.
Such a remarkable event has not yet occurred in the history of the oriental game
of Go. The fact that the game of Go is such a dicult game for computers to
play well, is one of the biggest motivations behind my choice to choose machine
learning in Go as a graduation assignment. Another motivation lies in the nature
of the game, which invites any student of the game into oriental philosophy,
morality, intuition, arts, etc.
A personal view on this assignment is that it attempts to combine two do-
mains that dier greatly. On one side the domain of computer science, which is
an exact domain, characterized by mathematics. On the other side the domain
of Go, characterized by vague concepts as intuition, sense of balance, sense of
shape, etc. During this graduation study, the paradigm of Machine Learning
has often been visualized by me as a bridge connecting these two domains.
When I started this study, it was October in the year 2003. Looking back on
a rather long time, there are a number of people I want to thank for keeping me
going and inspiring me. To start with, my graduation committee without whom
I would probably still be doing new experiments. My two best friends, Roy and
Arnout, and my fellow graduate student Philip have given me inspiration and
coee at the critical times, and at times seemed to know more about the subject
I was studying than I did. During the lunch breaks it was always easy to get
one's mind o work, thanks to all the people from the SETI lab (and I've seen
a lot during my 'time'). Finally, I want to thank my girlfriend Marloes, rst of
all for her patience, but mainly for her support, especially during another one
of those long days when the universe just seemed to be the most ridiculous and
improbable place to be.
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Introduction
Go is a two player, perfect information game, which means that both players
have complete knowledge of the game (in contrast to e.g. most card games,
where opponents' hands are unknown). It is strictly a game of skill; there is
no element of chance in who wins or who loses. It is also an ancient game:
it originated between 2500 and 4000 years ago in China. Nowadays, the best
players are still mainly from Japan, China and Korea, countries in which the
status of the game is comparable to that of chess in Western countries. The
emergence of internet Go servers has caused this game to gain in popularity on
a global scale.
The main goal in the game of Go is to surround more territory than your
opponent. Another, secondary goal is to capture your opponent's stones. The
rules of the game of Go are simple; they can be explained in a couple of minutes.
It takes a lifetime however, to master the game.
Unlike most other games of strategy, Go has remained an elusive skill for
computers to acquire. It is increasingly recognized as a "grand challenge" of
Articial Intelligence (AI). The game tree approach used extensively in com-
puter chess is infeasible: the game tree of Go has an average branching factor
of around 200, but even beginners may routinely look ahead up to 60 plies1 in
some situations. Humans appear to rely mostly on static evaluation, aided by
highly selective yet deep local lookahead.
As has happened with many other games, computer opponents have been
created for the game of Go. Conventional Go programs are carefully tuned
expert systems: they are fundamentally limited by their need for human as-
sistance in compiling and integrating domain knowledge, and still play barely
above the level of a human beginner (around 7{10 kyu). Furthermore, human
experts often discover and exploit weaknesses of these knowledge-intensive pro-
grams after playing a few games. This makes it rather hard to give an estimate
of a program's true strength.
A machine learning approach may oer considerable advantages in gathering
domain knowledge, i.e. by observing expert games. Since such a program might
also be able to overcome its own weaknesses by learning from them, a machine
learning paradigm seems fruitful. The fact that the author is not a highly-skilled
Go player might be added as another motivation for using such an approach.
1This seemingly incredible deep search occurs when reading out a ladder. Determining the
tactical outcome of a ladder is an unbranched, tactical search.
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Figure 1.1: A very small part of the game-tree of Tic-Tac-Toe.
1.1 Game-play as a problem of evaluation and
search
The traditional articial intelligence (AI) approach to game programming is
brute-force search. This approach is based on a denition of a game as a kind
of search problem with the following components [44]:
 The initial state: the board position and an indication of which player is
to move.
 A set of operators: what are the legal moves a player can make?
 A terminal test: is the game over?
 A utility function: a numeric value for the outcome of a game.
A classic example used to illustrate this denition is the straightforward game
of Tic-Tac-Toe. The initial state is the empty board, with nine empty cells. A
move consists of placing a marker in one of the cells, the cell has to be empty
in order for the move to be legal. Determining the end of the game is simple -
there are only two types of terminal positions. The most common position is the
draw where neither player can make a legal move. A position in which either
player has managed to place three markers in a row is a winning position for
that player, and hence a losing position for the other player. A utility function
for Tic-Tac-Toe could for example assign a value of 0 to a draw position, a value
of 1 to a win, and a value of  1 to a loss.
7The game-tree for Tic-Tac-Toe is simple enough to allow a full expansion,
and a small part is shown in Figure 1.1. Utilities for the terminal states can be
propagated back to the initial state, the empty board. This makes it easy to
construct a program that can play Tic-Tac-Toe without losing. The state space
of many other games however, is too large to allow such an approach. When the
exact utility of a state can not be determined, it must be approximated. How
this is done is explained in the next section.
1.1.1 Evaluation functions
When perfect play is no longer an option due to the size of the state space,
strong game play is still possible. Instead of searching all the way down to the
game's terminal states and propagating the known utility values back up to the
original state, search can be cut o earlier.
Instead of determining the exact utility for a state, it can be approximated
by an evaluation function. Heuristics must be used to reliably evaluate a game
position, so that a game-tree search can be cut o at a certain depth. Typically,
it is the construction of such an evaluation function that is the problem of
building a strong game-playing engine for most games.
The number of plies that can be looked ahead is an important factor in
the accuracy of the evaluation function - searching deeper into the game tree
(usually) means that the estimated odds of winning the game are closer to the
true odds.
Using good heuristics as ingredients for an "accurate enough" evaluation
function, together with a search engine performing deep searches forms the
core of most computer programs for two-player games with perfect information.
Well-known examples of games in which this approach has been successfully
applied are Chess, Checkers, Shogi, Othello, Awari, Chinese Chess, Gomoku,
and Nine Men's Morris [44].
An important question is how "good" heuristics are derived. Experts of
the game are a good source of knowledge, but incorporating this knowledge
into a game-playing engine can be a dicult problem. Letting a machine nd
out these heuristics by itself can be an eective solution to this problem (see
Chapter 2), but introduces the problem of exactly how a machine should learn
this knowledge.
1.2 What makes Go dierent and dicult?
A comparison between Go and Chess is a commonly used starting point to
explain the diculties associated with creating a Go-playing program. For ex-
ample, the approach behind the successful program Deep Blue, which defeated
world champion Kasparov [44], can not simply be scaled to the game of Go,
because in Go both position evaluation and full-width game-tree search are
severely limited in applicability.
The large search space caused by the great number of possible moves and by
the length of the game is often cited as the main reason for why Go is dicult.
In terms of the denition of a game as a search problem this means that the
set of operators is large compared to most games. Table 1.1 gives a comparison
between the search spaces of both games.
8Chess Go
Board size 8  8 9  9 19  19
Avg. moves per game 80 45 150
Avg. Branching factor 35 50 250
State-space size  1050  1038  10172
Game-tree size  10123  1082  10360
Table 1.1: A comparison between the search spaces of chess and Go in terms of
complexity. Statistics taken from [2].
The large search space however, is not the only reason why Go is hard to
tackle. Go-Moku, for example, is played on a 15  15 board, and has a search
space larger than 9  9 Go. In spite of this, Go-Moku has been proven to be a
sure win by the rst-moving player [2].
In chess, many ways of judging the winning chances of each side have been
developed and carefully tuned throughout the years. These heuristics are usu-
ally easily calculated, static features of a position, i.e. features that can be
derived without using lookahead. Some simple chess-heuristics are pawn struc-
ture, weighed piece count, control of the center, etc. Such a static evaluation
fails in the game of Go, because of the necessity of acquiring information that is
unavailable without (local) search. Evaluating Go positions ultimately devolves
to estimating territory. Accurate estimation of territory requires accurate infor-
mation regarding for example the life and death status of the strings and groups
on the board. This information can not be obtained statically - it requires
search.
Two examples are given in gures 1.2 and 1.3. The former is an example
of a life and death problem - does the surrounded group have enough space to
make two eyes? In the latter gure the problem is to nd an escape for the black
stones, which appear to be fully encircled by white. There is a aw in white's
wall which black can exploit to rescue his stones. Finding this aw requires
deep search, aided by selective pattern-recognition for determining which moves
to try during the search.
The necessary high degree of interaction between evaluation and search
makes evaluation orders of magnitude slower and more complicated than in
other games. This point is best illustrated by comparing the state-of-the-art of
9  9 and 19  19 Go programs. In general, Go programs are not signicantly
better at 9  9 Go than at 19  19 Go, even though the average branching
factor is much smaller and closer to the branching factor in chess.
The fact that evaluation is incredibly time consuming makes examining all
possible moves, i.e. global lookahead very costly. Being able to select only the
"high-quality" moves would therefore be an important factor in increasing the
strength of a Go program. The accuracy of the evaluation function is highly
dependent on the eectiveness of the search process.
Go is a pattern-oriented game, and today's programs incorporate a lot of
pattern-based knowledge. However, patterns recognized by humans are much
more than just chunks of stones and empty spaces: Players can perceive complex
relations between groups of stones, and easily grasp fuzzy concepts such as 'light'
and 'heavy' stones. Skilled players usually know which side is better in a game
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Figure 1.2: Two common positions resulting from a white invasion in the corner.
To determine who owns the corner territory, a life and death analysis of the white
stones is needed.
Figure 1.3: A reading problem: At rst glance the Black stones in the middle
appear to be captured. However, Black can capture some white stones by nding
the aw. Problem taken from [22].
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Figure 1.4: Solution to the problem in gure 1.3. After black's rst move (which
is a threat to connect his stones underneath), black 3 is the key to solving this
problem.
10after a quick glance at the position. This visual nature of the game ts human
perception but is hard to model in a program.
1.3 Go from a Cognitive perspective
The game of Go has also acquired the interest of the domain of cognitive science.
Games such as chess have long been accepted as research domains in AI and
Cognitive Psychology. In AI, games can be formally specied and provide non-
trivial domains without all the problems associated with real world complexity.
In Cognitive Psychology, games provide actual human domains (rather than
contrived articial domains) in which there are experts who have mastered the
complexity of the domain [7].
In Cognitive Psychology, chess has been used as a means to study perception,
pattern recognition, encoding, memory, and problem solving. In AI, chess has
primarily been used to study search and evaluation processes, leading to the
development of search techniques such as minimax and alpha-beta pruning.
Results from psychological research into chess have shown that chess players
rely less on searching than on a thorough knowledge of chess patterns and an
ability to access and use them eectively. In the early stages of the Computer
Chess eld, AI researchers tried to incorporate as much knowledge as possible
into their chess playing systems. However, the performance of such systems
did not keep pace with the performance of brute-force systems that could more
eectively exploit search rather than knowledge. Thus, although chess programs
now play chess well compared to human chess masters, they have ceased to
contribute to the psychological understanding of human cognitive abilities.
Current Go programs, just like human Go players, rely more heavily on
knowledge than on search to play Go well. Typically, Go programs limit the
number of suggested moves for which search-trees are generated rather than
performing full-width search. The generation of good moves to explore requires
the eective use of Go knowledge. Since Go programs rely more heavily on
knowledge than chess programs, and understanding of how Go knowledge is ac-
quired, organized, and used by humans may provide valuable lessons which lead
to improvements not only in Go programs but also to a better understanding of
how to use knowledge eectively in AI in general. Thus, unlike Computer Chess
research, Computer Go research may benet from psychological investigations
of Go players [7].
1.4 Thesis outline
This study focuses on move suggestion in the game of Go. That is, how can the
number of possible moves in a given position be limited without decreasing the
quality of the set of suggested moves? Whereas in traditional approaches this
knowledge is compiled and integrated by human experts, in a machine learning
approach a system learns its own knowledge. Because of the availability of
many games played between players of any strength, the methodology used in
this study is supervised learning, and neural networks are used as the learning
system.
The performance of move suggestion can be measured in many ways. In
11this study, it is measured by comparing the suggestion system's move prefer-
ence with that of professional players. This is done by measuring its prediction
performance on games played between professional players. Because of this
approach, in this thesis the term move prediction is used instead of move sug-
gestion.
Two main directions can be identied in this study. The rst one is an
attempt to increase the move prediction performance. The second direction
addresses the applicability of supervised learning. How these two directions are
taken is discussed in Chapter 6, followed by a description of some experiments
conducted, and their results, in Chapter 7. A discussion of the results, and
a number of conclusions regarding supervised learning of move prediction in
general, can be found in Chapter 8.
A number of background chapters on Computer Go and Machine Learning
precede the chapters in which the actual work is described. These background
chapters start with Chapter 2, in which the rules of the game of Go are intro-
duced, together with some elementary concepts. In Chapter 3 a number of issues
around machine learning in games are illustrated. Chapter 4 focuses specically
on the game of Go and gives a general overview of the components used in Go-
playing programs. Chapter 5 serves as a background for, and an introduction to
our actual research. The thesis concludes with a number of recommendations
for future research in chapter 9.
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The Game
Go is played on a board that consists of a grid made by the intersections of
horizontal and vertical lines, upon which two players alternately place black
and white stones. The size of the board is generally 19  19, although 9  9
and 13  13 sized boards are also used, especially by beginners. Intersection
points (including those on the edges and corners) are connected along the the
horizontal and vertical lines such that the neighbours of any given point are the
intersection points that are horizontally and vertically adjacent to it. In Go,
the goal is to capture more territory and prisoners than your opponent. The
rules of the game concern capturing stones and counting territory, and are very
simple.
A game of 19  19 Go is usually around 250-300 moves long and is generally
described in three phases: the opening or fuseki, the mid-game, and the end-
game. Opening move sequences are called joseki, which are similar to opening
books in chess. Joseki are typically based around open corners (see gure 2.1).
2.1 Liberties and capture
Empty points that neighbour a stone are called its liberties (see gure 2.2(a)).
Any stone that has no liberties is captured and removed from the board (see
1
2
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12
Figure 2.1: A typical joseki: white invades at the 3,3-point and makes territory.
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Figure 2.2: Capture and liberties: Two examples of capturing: a stone with
four liberties (a), is captured by white . White lls in the black stone's last
liberty by playing at A (b). The liberties of a string consist of the liberties of
the constituting stones (c), and some more stones are needed to capture it (d).
The marked stone in (a) and the marked string in (d) are in atari.
the marked black stone in gure 2.2(b)). Once placed on the board, stones do
not move (other than when they are captured and removed from the board).
Stones of the same colour can be joined into strings by being horizontally or
vertically connected to each other. The liberties of a string are the liberties of
the stones constituting the string (gure 2.2(c)). As with the capture of a single
stone (which can be considered a string consisting of one stone), a string can be
captured by lling in all its liberties with enemy stones (gure 2.2(d)). A string
that has only one liberty left is said to be in atari.
A player cannot commit suicide by placing a stone in a position that leads to
its immediate capture (suicide rule). However, when placing such a stone would
ll in the last liberty of an opponent's string, the move is legal and captures
the opponent's string instead. In the case of a single stone being captured in
this way, this could lead to an innite repetition of moves. Such a situation is
prohibited by the Ko rule, which will be described in the next section.
Some techniques of capturing stones that are among the rst to learn by a
beginner are ladder, net and snapback. Of these, capturing stones in a ladder
(shicho) is the most common. The basic idea of a ladder is that at each step,
the attacker reduces the defender's liberties from two to one. An example of a
ladder is shown in gure 2.4(a). The defender can escape the ladder if a stone
'blocks' it before the defender's stones are captured (gure 2.4(b)), such a stone
is called a ladder breaker (Shicho-atari).
A net (geta) is a technique where one or more stones are captured by blocking
exits. Two examples of capturing stones in a net are shown in gure 2.5. Figure
2.3 shows an example of a snapback (utte-gaeshi or utte-gae). A snapback is a
14X
(a) Black can not play at
X since this would result in
the immediate capture of the
marked black stones.
A
(b) Due to the presence
of the marked black stone,
black can now capture the
marked white stone with a
play at A
B
(c) White 'snaps back' and
captures the three marked
black stones by playing at B
Figure 2.3: Suicide and capturing. A move taking your own string's last liberty
(suicide) is not allowed (a), except when it also lls in the last liberty of an
enemy string (b). In some situations (snapback) a player can capture enemy
stones by sacricing a stone (c)
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(a) White captures the black
stones by reducing their liberties
from two to one at each step:
black is caught in a ladder.
1
2
3 4
5
6
7 8
9
10
11 12
13
A
A
A
A
(b) Black can connect with
the marked stone, escaping the
ladder. White now has a
weak structure: black can give
double-atari by playing at A.
Figure 2.4: An example of a ladder (a) and a ladder-breaker (b).
play which captures enemy stones using one or more sacrice stones.
All of these three techniques are examples of tesuji: clever play, the best play
in a local position, a skillful move. Tesujis come in many forms and shapes, and
some are more known than others. Learning tesujis can help in improving your
skill if you learn to recognise the situations in which particular tesujis t. Some
other examples of tesuji are crane's nest, squeeze, throw in, oiotoshi, and eye
stealing tesuji. Many examples can be found in Go-books and web sites [22].
2.2 Forming groups: connections
The only physical link between stones that is recognized in the rules of Go
is the 'direct' link found in strings of stones. Such a link is called a nobi.
Stones can be virtually connected as well, and there are several virtual links
(or connections) that are recognized by experienced Go players (see gure 2.6).
The connectedness of some of these virtual links depends on the context of the
surrounding stones. A player can try to separate two stones that are virtually
linked together, if the attempt is successful (which means that there was no
virtual link after all) the separated stones are said to be cut. Cutting and
protecting strings from being cut are important skills in the game of Go.
When two (or more) strings are connected by a virtual link, the strings are
said to form a group. Groups are the main perceptual units concerning the
player throughout the game. A group's most important attributes are whether
it is alive, and whether it can create two eyes (if it is not already unconditionally
alive). A string with two eyes can have a large inuence on the whole group,
since the strings forming the group have the potential to connect and form a
large indestructible string.
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(a) The basic form of a net: af-
ter white plays 1, black cannot es-
cape.
1
2
3
(b) A slightly more complicated
net: after white plays 3, black
cannot escape.
Figure 2.5: Capturing stones in a net: two examples
(a) Nobi (b) Ikken Tobi (c) Nikken Tobi
(d) Kosumi (e) Kogeima (f) Ogeima
Figure 2.6: Common virtual links
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(a) A group of three strings:
String B is connected to string
A by an ikken-tobi connection,
strings A and C are connected
by a kogeima connection.
1
2
3
4 5
6
(b) White tries to cut black's
connection, but ends up with
two separated strings. White
will struggle to keep 1, 3 and
5 alive.
Figure 2.7: An example of a group of stones (a) and an illustration of defending
an attempt to cut a ikken tobi connection (b).
2.3 Eternal repetition and the Ko rule
In some situations in which a single stone is captured, a position emerges in
which the opponent can capture the capturing stone, leading to the exact same
position before the initial capture. Allowing a game position to be repeated
in this way could result in an eternal game. By introducing a simple rule
this problem is solved: simply disallow moves that lead to a position that has
occurred earlier - the Ko rule.
Basically, the ko rule prohibits repetition of all previous board situations.
However, since the situation shown in gure 2.8 is the most simple and fre-
quently occurring shape for which the ko rule is necessary, the rule can often be
formulated as:
If a single stone captures a single stone, then no single stone may
recapture it immediately. (basic ko rule)
In theory, cycles of more than two moves can occur using only the basic ko rule.
The ko rule disallowing repetition of any previous board position is often called
the 'super ko' rule.
An often-used tactic involving the ko rule is the use of ko threats. Strings
can be alive in ko, that is, alive only if a ko is won. Safe strings can be killed if
a large enough ko threat can be found, that is, safe strings may be sacriced if
larger strings are the subject of a ko threat (see gure 2.9). This high context
sensitivity makes it hard for computer programs to recognise or generate ko
threats.
2.4 Life, Death, Eyes and Vital points
An important concept in the game of Go is that of life and death. Strings can
be alive, meaning that they are not threatened to be captured. Dead strings are
18A
(a)
B
(b)
Figure 2.8: The Ko rule: White captures the single black stone and places itself
in atari by doing so (a). Black might want to capture the marked white stone
(b), but this is prohibited by the Ko rule.
strings that have not yet been captured, but have no means of becoming alive.
To illustrate the concept of life and death, see gures 2.10 and 2.11. In gure
2.10, the only way for black to capture the white string is to completely surround
it, and somehow position a stone at A and B. However, black can only place
one stone each turn, and placing a stone at either A or B is prohibited - black
can not capture the white string. The white string is said to have two eyes. A
string with two eyes can not be captured and is therefore unconditionally alive.
An eye is not simply an intersection that is surrounded by stones of the same
colour. In gure 2.8, this is already shown - the surrounded intersection has to
be safe. An 'eye' that can be captured by an enemy stone is called a false eye.
Positions in which a string has only one eye can be very critical. When such
a string's life depends on a single unoccupied position, the player to move can
either kill the string (if the opponent moves rst) or make it unconditionally
alive (if the player owning the string moves rst). The unoccupied position is
called the string's vital point. An example of a common critical situation is
shown in gure 2.11(a). A less obvious example of a vital point is shown in the
diagrams illustrating a ko ght (gure 2.9(a)), when black plays at the white
string's vital point.
It is possible for strings to be in a conguration in which they have mutual life
(called seki). In such a situation, neither player can play to kill the opponent's
string because in doing so, the player would place his or her own string in atari.
An example of such a situation is shown in gure 2.12(a). In a seki position
the two strings involved in the race share (at least) one liberty. However, the
condition of a shared liberty is not a necessary one for a seki to exist, as is
illustrated in gure 2.12(b).
2.5 Winning the game: counting Territory
Territory is determined at the end of the game and consists of the empty inter-
section points that are surrounded by a player's stones. Determining territory
also involves removing the opponent's dead stones: stones that are dead but
have not been captured. The way in which dead stones inuence the score
depends on the counting rules used:
 When using Area scoring, a player's score consists of the number of stones
the player has on the board, and the number of empty points surrounded
19A
(a) Black has just taken a white stone at A. If Black manages to connect at A, his
bottom group will have two eyes and live.
A
1
2
(b) White can not 'retake the ko' by playing at A, so to prevent black from
'connecting the ko' at A, white plays a ko threat at 1. This move threatens to
make two eyes. Black responds by playing 2, prohibiting white from creating a
living group.
A 3
(c) White can now retake the ko by playing 3.
4
5 6
(d) Now black plays a ko threat (4), threatening to isolate the two marked white
stones. White has to respond to this and plays 5. Black can now retake the ko
with 6, and connect it in the next turn.
Figure 2.9: Ko as a tactical weapon: An example of a ko ght
20A
B
(a)
A B
(b)
Figure 2.10: Two examples of strings with two eyes. In (a), black can not
simultaneously play at A and B. In (b), if black plays at A white can play at B,
and vice versa.
V
(a) The white string has only one
eye and its life depends on who
plays rst. If white can play at
V, it has two eyes and lives. If
black plays at V, the group is
dead; no matter how white re-
sponds, the group can not form
one more eye.
A B
(b) The white string has at least
one eye at A. However, B is not
an eye: black can play at B and
capture the marked white stone.
B is called a false eye. Since
the white string has only one eye
and is completely surrounded by
black, it is dead.
Figure 2.11: An example of a vital point (a) and a false eye (b).
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(a) To capture the opponent's
string, both players need to play
at the shared liberty, L. In do-
ing so, both strings are put in
atari, which is undesirable for
both players: the situation is
seki.
L L
(b) This is not seki, the
white stones are dead. It
is not possible for white to
make two eyes, black can
always play at the white
string's vital point.
Figure 2.12: Mutual life: an example of seki (a). In (b), the black and white
string share two liberties, however, the situation is not seki.
by the player's stones. Chinese counting is used to count the score.
 In territory scoring, the score consists of the number of empty points
surrounded, and the number of opponent's stones captured (both during
the game, and dead stones on the board at the end). Japanese counting
is used to count the score.
The main dierence between these two types of scoring is that using Chinese
counting (in area scoring), playing in your own territory does not aect your
score, whereas using Japanese counting it does.
As an example, consider the game shown in gure 2.13. During the game
black has captured two white stones, and at the end of the game there are two
white stones. White has captured one black stone during the game, and three
black stones are dead in the nal position. The ve dead stones are removed
from the board, and given to their capturers. Black and white now both have
four prisoners. In Area scoring, the captured and dead stones can be put back in
the bowls of their owners, whereas in territory scoring the number of prisoners
is added to the score. The type of scoring used does not inuence the outcome
of the game, which is that black wins:
 Area scoring (Chinese counting): black surrounds 19 intersections and
has 25 stones on the board. For white these numbers are 13 and 24,
respectively. Black has a total of 44 points, 7 more than white. Black
wins the game by seven points.
 Territory scoring (Japanese counting): black surrounds 19 intersections
and has 4 prisoners, resulting in a total score of 23. White has a total
score of 17 (13 intersections surrounded, 4 prisoners). Black wins the game
by six points.
Moving rst is worth an advantage of about ve points of territory. If both
players are ranked equally, the white player is given a ve point bonus or komi.
In tournament the komi is usually 5.5 points so as to avoid ties.
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(a) Black has captured 2 stones by play-
ing 13 (White played 6 at 29), white has
captured 1 stone by playing 46
(b) The resulting board position: the two
marked white stones are dead, as well as
the three marked black stones.
Figure 2.13: An example game
232.6 Handicaps and ranking
Go has a sophisticated handicap and ranking system. Players are ranked ac-
cording to their ability, with a complete novice being ranked at approximately
30 kyu. As a player becomes stronger, his ranking improves to 1 kyu. After
reaching this level, further improvement would result in a rank of 1 dan or rst-
degree master. Amateur rankings then continue up to 8 dan. Professional ranks
start at the equivalent of 9 dan amateur and extend from 1 dan to 9 dan.
When a game is played between two players diering in ranks, the weaker
player can be given handicap stones at the start of the game. The weaker player
is given a number of handicap stones equal to the dierence between the players'
rankings. For instance, a 10 kyu player would give 5 handicap stones to a 15 kyu
player (in a 19  19 game). The handicap stones are placed on xed positions
called hoshi points. These points are indicated on a board by small circles, for
example the 4,4 position on a 19  19 board. The relative value of handicap
increase with decreasing board sizes: one handicap stone on a 9  9 board is
worth two on a 13  13 board and four on a 19  19 board.
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Machine learning in Games
The introductory chapter has made a start in describing articial intelligence
techniques in game playing. In this chapter we will look at the application
of machine learning in games. As was explained in Chapter 1, many game-
playing programs highly depend on knowledge to increase the accuracy of their
evaluation function. Domain experts can provide some of this knowledge, but
there nevertheless remains a substantial gap between the positional judgment
of the best humans and the ability of knowledge engineers to encapsulate that
judgment in the form of a heuristic evaluation function.
An entirely dierent approach is to let a machine learn its own domain-
specic evaluation function. If a human can learn to master the game, perhaps
so could a machine. A program might for example learn to evaluate a position,
or learn to evaluate a move given a position.
Within this machine learning approach, two main paradigms exist: super-
vised learning and reinforcement learning. Both of these paradigms, and two of
their applications will be discussed in the next sections.
3.1 Supervised learning
In the paradigm of supervised learning, learning takes place using examples.
In a game playing context, such an example could be the best move from a
certain position, or the position's utility value. Essentially, an example is a pair
of signals: an input signal, and a signal containing the desired output. The
learning task is to learn a function that given the input, produces the desired
output.
This method is a likely candidate when a large amount of labeled training
data is available. Care should be taken when selecting training data, since a
supervised learning system can do only as well as the examples it learns from.
3.2 Reinforcement learning
Learning by reinforcing behavior has been studied by animal psychologists for
many years. Punishment and reward can be used to steer an animal's behav-
ior. Application of this paradigm onto games leads to an economical view of a
25Figure 3.1: A fully connected, feed-forward network with an input layer con-
taining 5 neurons, a hidden layer containing 4 neurons, and an output layer
containing 2 neurons.
game: By winning the game a reward is earned, while losing the game leads to
punishment, or negative reward.
In games, reinforcement (or punishment) is usually obtained at the very
end of the game - the game either ends in a win, loss, or draw. The task of
reinforcement learning is to use these delayed rewards to improve the quality of
play. This is a dicult task, since it is often not clear which moves contributed
to the outcome of the game. In a game that ends in victory, there may still
have been some bad moves, and playing very well except for one small blunder
might lose the game.
The most popular technique for learning from delayed reinforcements is
Temporal-Dierence learning (TD). TD-learning is often used to learn to evalu-
ate positions (see section 3.4). In a variation of TD-learning called Q-learning,
moves instead of positions are evaluated.
3.3 Neural networks
Indierent of the learning paradigm, or whether the learner is learning to eval-
uate positions or learning to evaluate moves, some way of representing these
positions or moves is necessary. The state space of simple games like Tic-Tac-
Toe is small enough to be stored in memory, allowing an explicit representation
- an estimated utility for each possible state. A more compact representation
is however necessary for most other games - an implicit representation must be
used instead. Since such an implicit representation can not capture every single
detail, it must be able to generalize over all possible states.
A game state can be represented by its features. The learning task then
becomes the problem of nding a mapping from those features to a desired
output. A popular way to perform this mapping is by using a non-linear function
such as a neural network (see gure 3.1).
26A neural network learns by updating its weights. For each weight, its par-
tial derivative with respect to the net's error can be calculated by repeatedly
applying the chain-rule. The partial derivative indicates how much the error
will increase or decrease when the weight wij is changed by an amount wij.
Changing all weights in such a way that the error decreases is the key idea be-
hind gradient descent methods. Back-propagation encapsulates the most basic
type of gradient descent by introducing a learning rate parameter :
wij =  
E
wij
A momentum term is often used to speed up learning. When  E =  w
is consequently small and of the same sign, larger steps could be made. The
momentum term combines the current weight change with the previous weight
change:
wij =  
E
wij
(t) + wij(t   1)
3.4 Applications to game play
Both supervised and unsupervised learning have been applied in game play. Of
these two paradigms, the latter has yielded the most remarkable results. In this
section two famous examples are discussed - Samuel's checkers program and
Tesauro's Backgammon players.
3.4.1 Samuel's Checkers
The checker-playing program written by Samuel [1] is considered to be the rst
signicant application of reinforcement learning [44]. Samuel chose the game
of Checkers rather than the popular game of Chess because of the simplicity of
the rules in Checkers, permitting a greater emphasis to be placed on learning
techniques.
Samuel's program aimed at learning to estimate the utility U(i) for state i.
The evaluation function learned by the program was a linear polynomial using
a number of features f1;:::;fn, that were assumed to be relevant in judging a
position:
U(i) = w1f1(i) + w2f2(i) + ::: + wnfn(i)
Features that were used in the evaluation function are piece advantage, mo-
bility, fork threats, center control, etc. A remarkable aspect of Samuel's ap-
proach was that the program did not use the rewards observed at the end of the
game. To steer the program towards a winning strategy, the weight for piece
advantage was always kept positive.
The weight-update rule used during the learning process diered from the
standard rule for temporal dierence. Samuel used the state utility returned by
the static evaluation together with the state utility resulting from lookahead.
Samuel's program began as a novice, but was able to compete on equal terms
with strong human players after only a few days of self-play.
273.4.2 Tesauro's Backgammon
Other than chess, checkers or Go, backgammon is not a game of perfect infor-
mation. In backgammon, dices are used to determine which moves can be made
in a given position. This introduces a degree of uncertainty into the game, and
greatly increases the game's branching factor. Since lookahead becomes rather
expensive in such a highly branched game, accurate position evaluation becomes
very important.
Two studies on machine learning in Backgammon, focusing on the use of
articial neural networks, were carried out by Tesauro [54]. Supervised learning
was used in the rst study, and reinforcement learning was the paradigm used
in the second study. One of the goals of these two studies was to provide a
detailed comparison of the TD-learning approach with the alternative approach
of supervised training on expert-labeled moves.
Two backgammon playing programs emerged from these two studies. Neu-
rogammon, the rst product, was a supervised-learning neural network with
specialized backgammon input features to measure such things as the racing
lead and the strength of blockades. It was trained on positions that Tesauro
hand-labeled with good and bad moves. Neurogammon reached a high interme-
diate level of play, and convincingly won the backgammon championship at the
1989 International Computer Olympiad. Compared to human skill however, it
did not become an expert.
In the second project, the attempt was to let the network learn from self-play,
using reinforcement learning. This project resulted in the now-famous program
TD-Gammon. TD-Gammon was designed as a way to explore the capability
of multilayer neural networks trained by TD() to learn complex nonlinear
functions. Using only the raw board position as input, TD-gammon learned to
play a lot better than its predecessor, Neurogammon. Another improvement
was the addition of pre-computed features to the input representation, which
resulted in the network reaching a standard of play comparable with the top
three human players worldwide1.
3.5 Discussion
One of the greatest results in Tesauro's TD-Gammon project is that a program
learning from self-play has proven to surpass human expert's positional judg-
ment. This shows that human expertise is certainly not infallible. Comparing
TD-Gammon to its predecessor Neurogammon raises some important questions.
Because both programs used the same input representation, they should in the-
ory be capable of achieving the same playing strength. They did not, which can
only be explained by the dierence in the learning paradigms used.
The supervised training approach of Neurogammon, described in the previ-
ous section, is a methodology that relies on human expertise. Building human
expertise into an evaluation function by either knowledge engineering or su-
pervised training is an extraordinarily dicult undertaking, fraught with many
potential pitfalls. Since in this study learning is done in supervised setting,
1Exact ranking for the most recent version, TD-Gammon 3.0 are not available, but its
strength is acknowledged by all top human players.
28comparable to the approach used in Neurogammon, its applicability should be
carefully investigated.
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Architecture of Go playing
programs
In chapter 1, a number of problems were mentioned that make it hard to create
a Go playing program. This chapter will give an overview of the ways in which
existing Go programs cope with these problems. The overview is concluded with
an examination of two successful commercial programs.
In general, Go playing programs consist of two main modules: move gener-
ation and position evaluation. Both of these modules reside on game-specic
knowledge, which is encoded by human experts. Dierent types of knowledge
can be identied in the game of Go. Early Go programs resided heavily on
summed feature evaluation for move generation (see Section 4.2), and inuence
functions for position evaluation (see Section 4.1.2). These concepts will be
examined in further detail in the next section.
4.1 Knowledge representation
In Go playing programs, knowledge is mainly encoded in three ways: patterns,
inuence functions, and joseki libraries. Patterns are the most common way
of encoding Go-specic knowledge, and are used to suggest moves. Inuence
functions were introduced as a hopefully useful heuristic for evaluating a posi-
tion. The inuence function as introduced by Zobrist [56] has been rened many
times throughout the years, but its importance is acknowledged. Joseki libraries
are often compared to opening books in chess, but there are some important
dierences that will be described in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.1 Patterns
Patterns are a simple yet powerful way of encoding Go knowledge, and can be
applied in all stages of the game. Indeed many types of moves, such as joseki
and tesuji, are described by visual patterns in Go literature (see Figure 4.1). The
importance of patterns can be illustrated by the fact that Mark Boon's program
Goliath [3], a program with a fast pattern matcher at its core, dominated all
computer Go tournaments from 1989{91.
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(a) geta
1
(b) crane's nest
Figure 4.1: Two examples of tesuji - in both cases white captures some black
stones by playing the stone marked with 1.
Patterns are not only a specication of which stones are at a particular
position, they may include higher-level knowledge as well. For example, the
proper play in a given local situation may depend on the tactical status of
stones in that situation. Since their rst use in Go programs, the amount of
information used in patterns has increased a lot. Early Go programs used simple
patterns that specied positions of stones and empty intersections, and included
a numeric value representing the quality of playing at a certain intersection.
State-of-the-art programs include more specic information, such as life and
death status, minimum number of liberties, and connectivity between stones.
Nowadays most use patterns for special tactical purposes [17], e.g., patterns
for cutting and connecting, for invasion and defending against invasion, etc. A
pattern used in a Go program typically consists of three parts [33]:
 The pattern map indicates which points belong to a pattern, and which
state each point in the pattern is allowed to have. Since the edge of the
board aects many patterns, a distinction between corner, edge and center
patterns is often made.
 The pattern context species additional nonlocal constraints that an over-
all board position must satisfy to match the pattern.
 The pattern information contains knowledge which can be applied if the
pattern matches, such as good and bad moves or connection information.
This knowledge is often encoded by means of numeric values.
4.1.2 Inuence function
In the game of Go, each stone on the board has a potential to "help" other
stones. This potential is called inuence. Some stones perform that job better
than other stones. Captured stones have an inuence close to zero, and strong
living groups exert a high degree of inuence. Surrounded stones that make a
live group, inuence only the surrounding group. Stones that are in open space
have an inuence on that open space and the stones bordering that open space.
Inuence is a long-range eect. For example, the presence of a ladder-breaking
stone can change the balance in the opposite corner.
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Figure 4.2: The inuence radiated from a single black stone calculated by the
inuence function used by Zobrist.
The concept of inuence is widely used by Go players, but it is a rather
vague concept, and can not easily be measured. Human players reside on a
number of heuristics when estimating inuence [22]:
 The stronger a group, the greater its inuence on a neighbouring area.
 The more open the neighbouring area, the greater the group's inuence.
 The weaker the other groups neighbouring that area, the larger the group's
inuence.
Estimation of inuence is an important part in evaluating a position. Besides
the potential to help other stones, inuence provides an indication of the po-
tential control exerted by the stones of each player on empty points. An empty
intersection under high inuence of a certain color means that the intersection
has a high likelihood of ending up as territory for that color. Inuence is an ab-
stract concept, but a rst attempt to model it computationally was conducted
in 1970 by Albert L. Zobrist [56]. Mathematically, Zobrist's model was a simple
one. However, it has proven to be a base for many, more sophisticated models.
Zobrist uses his model of inuence to segment the board into black and white
territories. The inuence function computes a numeric value for every point on
the board. Black stones are given a value of +50 and white stones a value of
-50. Empty points are given a value of 0. Each point has 1 added to it for each
neighboring point with a positive inuence value. Similarly, each point has 1
subtracted from it for each neighboring point with a negative inuence value.
This process is repeated another three times (for a total of four times). The
inuence function spreads black and white inuence numerically and Zobrist
then segments the board into areas of contiguous positive and negative numeric
values. An example of using this model to calculate a single stone's inuence is
shown in Figure 4.2.
Nowadays, programs use more sophisticated inuence functions, but follow
the principal idea that inuence radiates with distance. Furthermore, inuence
32is used not only to determine likely territory, but it is also used as a heuristic
in determining connectivity of groups. To target a more approximate inuence
function, some programs introduce attenuation and damping factors. An ex-
ample of a program that has extended the Zobrist-like model of inuence even
further is GNU Go [19]. GNU Go continues with the basic idea that inuence
decreases with distance, and uses patterns to specify how inuence is spread in
a given conguration.
4.1.3 Opening books: Joseki libraries
Chess is often said to be a tactical game, whereas Go is a game of strategy.
This dierence in nature is reected in the way opening books are used in these
two games. In Chess, an opening concerns the whole board, it acts on a global
scale. In Go, a joseki is a sequence of moves which results in what is normally
considered to be a fair outcome for both players. However, this outcome is only
fair in a local context. The diculty of choosing the right local opening from the
huge book of variations, lies in tting the local outcome into the global strategy.
4.2 Move generation
In the game of Go, the need for a move generation process that suggests high-
quality moves is high. Being able to prune the large number of moves that
are possible in a given position makes search more applicable. The traditional
approach of creating such a move generation system is to use a large database of
patterns (see Section 4.1.1). The numeric values stored in these patterns can be
used to represent the value of playing at a certain intersection. An established
method of combining individual pattern matches to an assignment of values to
moves is summed feature evaluation: whenever a pattern match is made, the
pattern's numeric values are added the board's numeric values. Points that
have been identied by individual patterns as being good moves, end up with
higher values than other points. After all patterns have been matched, move
generation can now be concluded simply by selecting the move that has the
highest value.
4.3 Position evaluation
Because the game of Go is about making territory, and therefore evaluating
a positions means estimating territory. Beginning players who jump into the
middle of a game of Go between stronger players often nd it hard to determine
at rst sight which side is ahead. Even for stronger players it can be hard to
give an accurate estimate of both players' territories. It goes without saying
that evaluating a position is not a trivial process. Evaluation in Go is done in
steps. A general plan of steps that is taken in the evaluation process determines
dierent aspects in the following order:
1. Tactical status of strings.
2. Inuence of strings.
3. Connectivity between strings, dening groups.
334. Life and death status of groups.
5. Final inuence.
6. Estimation of territory based on inuence.
Determining the tactical status of a string involves determining whether the
string can be captured or not. Analyzing strings that are rather safe however,
can result in the futile exploration of a large search space. Therefore, programs
often use heuristics to determine whether a string has escaped. For example,
a string's number of liberties can give a strong hint about the string's safety.
Based on the tactical status, an initial inuence calculation can be made. This
initial calculation might be totally dierent from the nal inuence calculation,
since it is still unknown whether strings can live or die.
Since inuence is the potential to help other stones, it can be used as a
heuristic for determining connectivity. Again, local search can be used to give
an outcome in positions where connectivity is uncertain. When connectivity has
been determined it can be used to dene groups: a group consists of connected
strings.
In order to calculate the nal distribution of inuence, life and death status
of groups must be determined. If two eyes can be identied in a group, the
determination is easy - the group is unconditionally alive1. Such a luxurious
situation however is not likely to occur until the very end of the game, and there-
fore life and death searches are often necessary to provide an answer. Life and
death status determination is one of the most important steps in the evaluation
process, since a mistake can have a huge impact on the estimated score.
The local searches used in the dierent steps of the evaluation process are
guided by patterns. This makes the connection between position evaluation and
move suggestion a tight one: position evaluation depends on local search, and
the patterns used to guide local search often depend on tactical information.
4.4 An example: Two strong programs
Many Go playing programs exist, and it is probably possible to ll many pages
discussing all of their characteristics, strengths and weaknesses. In this section,
two programs are selected for discussion. There is an interesting dierence be-
tween these two programs. One is a program that uses simplicity as a basic
principle - complex information is built from simpler information. The other
program draws from a large amount of knowledge stored in patterns. This fun-
damental dierence in approach behind these two programs is especially inter-
esting because both approaches have resulted in programs that are comparable
in strength.
4.4.1 Go4++
Move generation
Go4++ uses summed feature evaluation to determine the best 50 moves to
examine in depth. In some circumstances however, the program eectively
1Benson's algorithm
34evaluates more than 50 candidate moves per turn. After evaluating the 50
highest scoring board points determined by pattern matching, the next move
is selected from the combined set of evaluation scores of the 50 board points
just considered and the evaluation scores of the 50 board points in undisturbed
regions that were considered during the selection of the previous move. The
move scoring the highest evaluation is played as the next move.
Evaluation
The evaluation function is a six step process. First, a connectivity probability
map is generated. For each black and white stone on the board, the probability
of connecting it to a friendly stone (real or hypothetical) is computed.
Determining connectivity involves tactical search: playing out sequences of
moves needed to determine whether the stones can be connected or whether the
opponent can cut them. If all possible cutting stones are captured, then the
probability of connection is 100%. However, if the cutting stones can not be
captured, a hand-tuned algorithm estimates the connection probability.
In the second step, groups are determined from the connectivity map and
tactical searches. Only strings that are 100% connected are considered groups.
A tactical search on all strings with less than four liberties is used to determine
which strings are denitely dead. Dead strings are not included as part of any
group.
In the third step, eyes are determined (using patterns) from the connectivity
and group data. There are several grades of eyes, these grades are determined
from the opponent's connectivity map. Eyes with a grade above a certain level
are considered to be true eyes.
After the eye determination, a group's safety is estimated based on the num-
ber of true eyes it has. The safety process is repeated ve times; each successive
pass is more pessimistic about which points will eventually become true eyes
(i.e., the treshold is raised for selecting which grade of eyes will eventually be-
come true eyes). The nal safety value for a group is the average of its safety
scores on each of the ve passes.
In the fth step, the safety of each stone is radiated in proportion to its
connectivity probability map and summed over all stones. The inverse of a
stone's safety is radiated in the same manner and contributes to the opponent's
radiated value, that is, dead stones radiate full opponent safety. Black and
white radiation (including inverse radiation) is summed at each empty point,
resulting in an inuence map.
In the last step, Black and White territory is estimated from the radiation
values of the empty points. the dierence between black and white territory is
returned as the evaluation of the hypothetical move for which it was generated.
Performance
Reiss characterized Go4++ as the weakest of the current strong programs at
tactical situations requiring life and death analysis although it is good at creat-
ing territorial frameworks and gaining territory in the middle and endgame.
According to Reiss, other weaknesses are the absence of global lookahead,
lack of a concept of "shape", and the reluctance of Go4++ to invade enemy
35territory. Since the evaluation function pessimistically considers that the oppo-
nent moves next during tactical searches, Go4++ does not usually evaluate the
likelihood of invading stones forming eyes as being favorable. To compensate
for not invading well, Go4++ always plays its rst move at the 3,3 point and
also tries to live in as many places as possible to stop its opponent creating
territorial frameworks early.
4.4.2 The Many Faces of Go
The Many Faces of Go (MFG) [16] is currently one of the strongest Go programs
commercially available. It won the United States Computer Go competitions in
1988, 1991, and 1992, and is ranked 13 kyu in the USA. It is based on traditional
AI techniques, such as alpha-beta search, rule based expert systems, and pattern
matching. The go playing algorithm includes a pattern database and a joseki
database, and was written by one person, part time, over a 10 year period. MFG
was awarded a 6 kyu certicate from the Nihon-Kiin (Japanese Go Association)
at FOST '96. It is currently placed second on the 9  9 computer Go ladder,
and third on the 19  19 ladder.
MFG goes through a four-step process to select a move. First, a strategic
function evaluates the position and goals are chosen. Then, candidate moves
are generated by rule-based move suggestion experts. Up to the best ten moves
are evaluated, either in relation to the chosen strategic goals, or by evaluating
the resulting board position. The move with the highest evaluation is selected
as the next move.
Knowledge representation
In MFG, knowledge is incorporated in ve areas. Knowledge built into the
evaluation function is used to determine connectivity, eyes, potential eyes and
territory. Dynamic knowledge about the current position is stored in a global
database, and is built up in successive passes from low levels to high levels of
abstraction. This knowledge consists of:
 low-level incremental data, such as the number of empty points adjacent
to a stone, the number of liberties of a string, etc.
 locally recalculated data: knowledge regarding connection strength, eyes,
and string tactics, maintained by the evaluation function and recalculated
when necessary.
 globally recalculated data: data that is recalculated (by the evaluation
function) for the entire board after a move or sequence of moves is made.
These include group strength and radiated inuence.
A rule based expert system with about 200 rules suggest plausible moves for
full board evaluation. A Joseki database is used to suggest moves in the corner.
The database consists of over 36,000 moves. A pattern database is also used,
containing over 700 8  8 patterns, each with a move tree attached.
Additional knowledge can be put into the program with a graphical joseki
and pattern editor.
36Strategic evaluation
Before each move, a strategy function attempts to focus attention on the im-
portant areas of the board. During strategic evaluation, a static life and death
evaluator determines which groups are neither very alive nor dead (i.e., groups
that are alive, unsettled, or weak). Life and death searches are conducted on
these groups and the results stored.
The strategy function furthermore decides what phase the game is in, de-
termines the relative score and the value of taking sente. The strategy function
also nds friendly groups that urgently need defending, and enemy groups that
urgently need capturing. Move generation is aected by the outcome of the
strategy function: MFG plays more conservatively when it is far ahead of its
opponent and makes unsound invasions when it is far behind its opponent. Ur-
gent moves found by the strategy function are examined rst, and if a reasonable
urgent move is discovered, no other moves are considered.
Move generation and lookahead
Candidate moves are generated by a rule-based expert system and include moves
for many dierent strategic and tactical purposes. A limited form of full board
lookahead is achieved by storing move sequences in the pattern and joseki data-
bases. Move sequences attached to patterns in the pattern and joseki databases
are played onto the board and evaluated at their endpoints. Thus if a particular
joseki is suggested as appropriate the stones in that sequence are played and
the resulting board position is evaluated.
Urgent oensive and defensive moves are examined initially and if suciently
urgent are played without any further considerations. Urgent moves can be
suggested by the pattern matcher or by the life and death search engine (i.e.,
moves that change the life and death status of groups determined to be very
alive or dead by the static life and death evaluator).
Evaluation
Evaluating a position is a multiple pass process and results in the assignment of
a score to the position, where each point on the board can have a value between
+1 and -1, depending on how strongly it is controlled by white or black. The
main components of the evaluation function are a tactical analyzer, connection
evaluator, group strength evaluator and territory evaluator.
Every string with three or less liberties and many strings with four liberties
are read by the tactician. Each string is read twice, once with White moving
rst and once with Black moving rst. The tactician determines whether a
string is captured (i.e., can not live even if it moves rst), threatened (i.e., it
lives if it moves rst and dies if it moves second), or stable (i.e., lives regardless
of who moves next). The tactician relies on simple heuristics concerned with
the number of liberties and connectivity; pattern matching is not used in the
tactician. The tactician has two separate move generators; one to generate
attacking moves and one to generate defensive moves. The moves suggested
by the move generators are sorted according to criteria which include second
order liberties, cutting points, and simple eye shapes. Once sorted, a depth-rst
search is employed with the performance of the search depending on the quality
of the move sorting.
37Tactical searches are goal directed and are limited to a maximum number of
nodes. For string captures this is around 100. However, when only one move is
suggested, it is not counted towards the node limit. In this way, ladders can be
read without problems. The number of nodes for a search are allocated to the
branches according to the value given to the moves by the rst ply move gen-
erator and thus dierent branches may end at dierent depths. The branching
factor at each successive ply is progressively constrained by the tactician. The
branching factor falls from ve at the rst ply to one or two by the fth ply.
The tactician is used to read connections and eyes. A cutting stone can
be examined by the tactician to determine whether or not it will be captured.
Stones on the diagonal of eyes can be examined to determine whether they
can be captured. These types of search do not exceed around 12 ply since the
program actually plays worse if more plies are considered [17].
4.5 Discussion
Knowledge in Go is characterized by a strong interaction with search. Evalu-
ation can not be done statically - local search is needed. On the other hand,
search can not be done in a naive way; it has to be guided by knowledge. The
interaction between search and knowledge is something human players control,
but for which computer programs require a lot of time.
Knowledge used to guide the search is stored in the form of patterns. The
knowledge in these patterns is typically rather specic. Patterns often need an
exact match, resulting in a great number of patterns needed to be specied for
a relatively small number of situations. Furthermore, patterns are limited to a
local area, limiting the kind of knowledge that can be included. For example,
a common Go proverb is "Play away from strength". The abstract and vague
concept of strength is a typical example of knowledge that is used by Go players
and is hard to model exactly.
Computer programs are often assigned ranks to compare their strengths
with those of human players, but a comparison with human playing strength
is fraught with pitfalls. Due to their knowledge intensive character, human
players can learn to take advantage of a program's weaknesses. Experienced
human players can beat all current programs, even when giving the program
an eleven (or more) stones handicap2. This raises the important question of
how go programs should be rated. Should they be rated on the stable level of
play that a program reaches against an experienced player, or on the program's
initial performance? It is the author's opinion that the xed playing character
of current Go playing programs is an illustration of the weaknesses of traditional
AI approaches, and a motivation for the application of machine learning in this
domain.
2In Go, giving a weaker player a handicap actually means handicapping the stronger player.
By placing handicap stones, the weaker player gets an advantage.
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Machine Learning in Go
Several approaches have been made to apply machine learning to the game
of Go. Whereas in some projects the target was to build a full Go-playing
program, most research directions focused on only a single aspect of the game.
This chapter will focus on studies in which the goal was to learn position or
move evaluation. Before starting to discuss the methods used, an overview of
how Go knowledge is represented will be given in the next section.
5.1 Representation
When judging the value of a certain move or board position, human players
often reside on a number of features. Some of these features are more abstract
than others. For example, in Go the concept of shape is an important factor in
evaluating the value of a move. When placing a stone, the resulting shape is
often intuitively judged as being "bad" or "good". The quality of the resulting
shape is called shape value. Especially for beginning players it can be hard to
indicate why a certain move has a high shape value. Other features used by
players relate to liberties, eyes, connectivity, etc.
The fact that including features that are considered to be relevant for strong
play can have a huge impact on the learning abilities has already been illustrated
by Samuel's checkers program [1] and Tesauro's TD-Gammon [54]. The same
holds for less known machine learning experiments such as KnightCap [20], a
chess-program that uses as much as 5872 features in its evaluation function. In
Go, dierent types of knowledge are used. Most included knowledge can be
identied as belonging to one of these four categories:
 Structural features
 Functional features
 Spatial features
 Temporal features
Structural features relate to the way a board position is represented. The
most common way to represent the board is the way it is perceived - as a two-
dimensional array. However, this view does not take into account the specic
39structure imposed by the rules of the game. Strings of stones either remain on
the board as a whole, or are removed from the board as a whole - they share a
common fate. This view combines multiple stones into a single node, and allows
a graph-like representation of the board. This way of representing the board
has been baptized a "common fate graph" [52].
Functional knowledge is essential in becoming a good Go player. Counting
a string's liberties, identifying atari and eyes is among the rst things learned
before even starting to play. There is a strong link between functional and
temporal features, which will be discussed in more detail below.
Spatial features are the most commonly included type of features, which is
not very surprising, considering the visual nature of the game. In cognitive
studies on Go, it has been observed that human Go players draw from a huge
amount of pattern knowledge [7]. Nowadays most Go programs consist of a
large pattern database, and pattern matching still makes up an essential part
of any strong Go program.
Temporal features, i.e. sequences of moves can be identied when including
the dimension of time in spatial features. For example, the concept of joseki
that was explained in chapter 4 is an example of such a temporal feature. Tac-
tical information, i.e. whether a string can be captured is another example of
temporal knowledge. This type of knowledge can not be obtained statically.
Local search is needed to obtain an accurate tactical status.
Many programs use heuristics in estimating this tactical piece of informa-
tion. Liberties are a heuristic for determining string safety, and many programs
state that a string is safe when it has a number of liberties higher than a certain
value. In fact, most functional knowledge relates to tactical knowledge in such
a heuristic way. For example, whether the virtual connections shown in Chap-
ter 2 are true connections or not, depends on tactical search targeting either
connecting or cutting the virtually connected groups.
5.2 Learning an evaluation function
The goal of an evaluation function is to approximate the probability of winning
the game from a given position. In Go, approximating these odds means esti-
mating the likelihood that a given intersection will end up as either black or
white territory. Evaluation a position is a complex process, as was illustrated
in the previous chapter. Local tactical searches are needed to determine con-
nectivity of strings and life and death status of groups. It is therefore rather
surprising that in machine learning approaches, most of the work done makes
such an estimation based on rather simple features, i.e. no temporal features
are included in the representation.
An often cited example of a surprisingly successful, knowledge-free approach
is Gobble [6]. In Gobble, no knowledge besides the rules of the game is included,
and Monte Carlo methods1 are used to learn an evaluation function. In spite of
the simple setup of the program, Gobble successfully participates in the 9  9
Go ladder.
1Monte Carlo (MC) methods are stochastic techniques. For example, the value of  could
be estimated by MC methods by randomly throwing darts at a perfect dart board with known
radius, and measuring the fraction of darts that hits the board
40A study on learning to evaluate positions in the game of Go was carried
out by Schraudolph, et al [36]. Following the work of Tesauro, Schraudolph et
al. attempted to apply the machine learning paradigm to learn an evaluation
function for the game of Go on a 9  9 board. Initially, the system used a
network representation similar to TD-Gammon, containing 40 hidden nodes
and the raw board position as an input. The reward function was slightly
modied, also giving a reward for capturing stones in the mid-game. After
659,000 training games, this system managed to "squeak past Wally, a weak
public domain program". Following this limited success, the authors evaluated
various modications to the basic fully connected network trained with TD(0),
attaining some interesting results.
One renement to their initial method essentially converted the evaluation
function to an inuence function. Instead of producing a single value, the eval-
uation function now produced a value for each intersection, indicating the like-
lihood that it belonged to white or black. As was mentioned in chapter 4,
determining inuence is a complex process, often involving local searches to
give approximate values. Most inuence functions are based on very simple
rules, and lack precision because of their inability to capture the subtle details.
Using TD learning, the Schraudolph system targeted learning of a more complex
and accurate inuence function.
5.3 Learning to select good moves
Because of the high number of moves that are possible in a given position in
a game of Go, evaluating all of them is not an option. Therefore, a way of
selecting only the best moves would be most welcome, which is exactly the
goal of pattern-based move generation in existing Go playing programs. In a
machine learning context several attempts have been made to create such a
move suggestion system as well. Two methods can be distinguished here. The
rst focuses on the automatic generation of patterns, which can later be used
in tactical search [53, 8]. The second method uses supervised learning together
with articial neural networks. Since in this study supervised learning is used,
this section will focus primarily on the latter method.
The availability of many games played between experts makes supervised
learning a suitable paradigm. A neural network could be trained with board
positions as input, and the move made by the expert as desired output signal.
Considering the size of the input space however, this would be a very complex
learning task, and a huge amount of examples would be necessary to cover even
the smallest fraction of the input space. Furthermore, taking the whole board
as an input vector would not reect the local nature of judgment used by human
players. Machine learning approaches therefore limit the size of the input space
to capture only the local context.
There have been several studies on training such a local move predictor on a
set of professional games. Typically, positions from games between professional
players are used as a database of high-quality moves. The general approach
in these studies is to take the point of play as the central point for a region
of interest (ROI). Within this ROI, features are extracted, resulting in a local
feature space. In the training process, a mapping from this local feature space
to a single output - the move's value is learned.
41This approach is somewhat similar to the summed feature evaluation method
used in traditional Go programs that was mentioned in Chapter 4.
Enderton was the rst to take such an approach, with his Go-playing pro-
gram Golem [13]. Golem uses a neural network to provide a quick estimate of
how good a move is, without evaluating group safety or territory. This neural
net is used in determining the tactical status of groups during the evaluation
process, by limiting the number of moves considered during local search. An-
other, more sophisticated neural network is used to prune the number of moves
considered during global lookahead.
Two regions of interest are used by Enderton. A small, square-shaped region
include only the eight points surrounding the point of play. In this region eight
features, one for each intersection, are extracted. These features represent spa-
tial knowledge: the four possible values are "empty intersection", "o-board",
"side-to-move's stone" or "opponent's stone". The second region contains only
the four direct neighbors of the point of play. From this region, string liberties
are extracted.
Another type of feature used as input for the neural network can be consid-
ered a local, single-ply lookahead. The number of liberties for both a friendly
stone and an opponent's stone played at the region's central position is used
as an input to the neural network. Finally, the network's orientation is made
invariant to reection and rotation by using a canonical order to the eight points.
Training examples are randomly chosen from games played by professional
players. The move made by the expert is used as a positive example, and a
random, legal move is chosen as a negative one. The neural network has an
output between  1:0 and 1:0, and it is trained to rate the professional's move
at least 0:2 higher than the random move. On a set of 10993 positions, in
each position the trained network ranks the professional's move higher than, on
average, 87.0% of the other legal moves.
A similar approach was taken by Dahl [11], who trains a "shape evaluating"
neural net to estimate the likelihood that a given play would be made by an
expert in a local context. The network is trained from a set of 400 games
played by human experts. Training patterns are retrieved by drawing a random
position from a random game, using the actual play made in that position as a
training pattern with desired output 1:0, and a random legal play as a training
pattern with desired output 0:0.
Dahl uses a much richer representation in the encoding of the local context
than Enderton: the region of interest is circle-shaped and has a diameter of 7
(see gure 5.1). Dahl does not give a complete overview of which features are
used to encode the local context, but some features described in his article are:
 Stone conguration
 Distance to the two closest edges
 Number of liberties for a stone played
 Number of stones captured by a stone played
The region of interest covers 36 intersections (excluding the center). The neural
net consisted of a total of 190 inputs, and uses 50 neurons in the hidden layer.
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Figure 5.1: A local, circular-shaped receptive eld (indicated with bold lines)
with diameter 7 centered at a legal move. The move considered by the eld is
denoted with a question mark, which in this case happens to be the move made
by the professional.
43Whereas both Dahl and Enderton targeted the creation of a full Go-playing
program, Van der Werf, et. al. [12] focused purely on the prediction of profes-
sional moves. In their study, a remarkably accurate predictor is trained. Their
approach can be characterized as one driven by pattern-recognition techniques.
Using sophisticated feature-extraction methods, the performance of a 'tradi-
tional' receptive eld as used by Dahl and Enderton is increased signicantly.
A clever technique solves for the problem of choosing a xed size region of in-
terest. Raw feature values regarding spatial knowledge are scaled in such a way
that their variance decreases with the distance to the central spot. Dierent
types of principal components analysis is then used to reduce the dimension of
the region of interest's feature space.
The neural net was also applied in playing a full game of Go. However, as
was already noted by Enderton, always playing the move found to be best by
the neural net results in poor performance - the moves lack a global evaluation.
An interesting solution to this problem was found by combining the local move
predictor with a "human evaluation function". A reasonably strong kyu-level
player played against GNU Go, giving GNU Go a handicap of 9. The human
player was given the task to select the next move from the top 20 of moves
suggested by the neural net. This combination was able to beat GNU Go at a
handicap of 9 stones. Although a single game does not allow hard conclusions,
it is an indication of the strength of the moves suggested by the neural net.
5.4 Discussion
Machine learning approaches to move-suggestion systems do not aim on learning
action-values in terms of expected utility as is done in Q-learning. Instead,
they learn to distinguish good moves from bad moves within a local area. Full-
board move evaluation is not possible using this approach - a position evaluation
system is still needed.
Both Enderton and Dahl train neural networks on professional games, and
use an evaluation function to construct a full playing program. In their studies,
resulting playing strength is used as an evaluation criteria for the entire system.
However, the relation between move prediction accuracy and playing strength is
not further examined. Van der Werf et al. use sophisticated pattern-recognition
techniques to obtain a highly accurate move predictor, but an investigation of
how prediction accuracy relates to playing strength was not conducted.
Both the knowledge-intensive and the machine learning approach suer from
high context-dependency. Increasing the amount of information related to a
pattern's local context might solve for this. A motivation for the approach
described in the next chapter is that human players rely on more information
than just stone patterns when making a move. Especially during the opening
and middle game phases, not much input for learning can be found on the
board. In these phases of the game, players often talk in terms of "balance",
and "inuence". Any representation for a game state should capture these
features.
A further aspect that has not been thoroughly examined yet is the depen-
dency on the training set used. It is often silently assumed that professional
games provide better resources for supervised learning, simply because profes-
sional players are better than amateur players. However, this rather dogmatic
44thought should be carefully examined. A motivation for this might be hidden
in often-heard remarks made by many (non-professional) players: they "just
can't understand pro-games". There is a stylistic dierence between games of
masters and those of less skillful players. Many of the moves made by masters
are the product of sophisticated decision-making processes, and may require
follow-up moves which the average player would not be capable of perceiving.
This sustains the claim that in professional games there is much more to be
learned. However, due to the higher complexity in these games, it might be
true that using expert games as training data actually decreases game-playing
performance.
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Learning Approach
The approach taken in this study is similar to the one used by Enderton [13],
Dahl [11], and van der Werf et al [12]. That is, a neural network is trained using
supervised learning to order moves based on their quality, and performance of
the network is measured on a prediction task. In this study this basic idea is
followed and extended with a number of extra features that are included in the
representation of a move.
The approach can be split into two main directions. The rst one is an
attempt to increase the performance of move prediction using neural networks.
The second direction addresses the applicability of supervised learning. In the
next section these two directions are discussed in more detail, and formalized
into four research questions. The remaining sections discuss the training and
evaluation process.
6.1 Research questions
As has been stated a number of times throughout this thesis, human players rely
on more information than just stone patterns when making a move. Especially
during the opening and middle game phases, not much input for learning can
be found on the board. In these phases of the game, players often talk in terms
of "balance", and "inuence". On of the goals in this study is to include these
abstract concepts in the training process.
Motivated by Tesauro's limited success with applying supervised learning
to the game of Backgammon [54], this study also targets the applicability of
supervised learning. Tesauro's Neurogammon project revealed that training a
neural network on expert data does not imply that the network automatically
becomes an expert as well. Therefore one of the goals in this study is to gain
some more insight in the pros and cons of supervised learning of move prediction.
These two directions can be summarized into the following four research
questions:
1. How can information related to the global position be captured inside a
local area, and more specically: what is the eect of including this type
of information on the prediction performance?
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Figure 6.1: Three dierent regions of interest.
2. Is the quality of play as exposed in the training set in line with the resulting
prediction performance?
3. Does the classication function when trained on a specic phase of the
game, generalize over other phases?
4. Is there a strong relation between prediction performance and playing
strength?
The rst question concerns the representation and context of a move. Ex-
actly how information related to the global position is represented and encoded
in a local area is explained in the next section. The remaining three questions
address the methodology of supervised learning; answering them should lead to
more insight regarding the complexity of the training task, and the usefulness
of supervised learning. Sections 6.3 and 6.5 deal with the last three questions.
6.2 Context and representation
In earlier studies on move prediction, a number of local regions of interest (ROI)
with dierent sizes and shapes has been examined. Some typical shapes are
shown in Figure 6.1.
After deciding upon which part of the board to include in the learning task,
the next question is what features to use in encoding the ROI into a vector that
can be fed into the neural network. A very basic feature, and the rst feature
that comes to mind when examining a position in a game of Go, is the stone
conguration. However, many other features could be extracted and used in the
encoding of the context. Earlier research described in [50, 13, 11, 12] provides
a rich source of suggestions for possible relevant features. Below is a list of
features used in this study. Two features relating to a local area's context are
missing in this list; these will be discussed below.
 Stone conguration - each intersection can be binary encoded by a tuple
(B;W), with possible values (1,0), (0,1) or (0,0) for respectively a black
stone, white stone, or empty intersection.
47 String Liberties - the number of a string's liberties. This might be used
as a heuristic for the string's safety.
 Distance from the edge - in Go, the edge can have a great impact on the
outcome of tactical ghts, life and death status, etc.
 Captured Stones - the number of stones captured, encoded for when either
white or black plays at this position.
 Move Liberties - the number of liberties for a stone played. Again, encoded
for both colors.
 Distance from the last stone played - in many local ghts, successive moves
are played in a small area.
 Ko - situations where a player cannot immediately recapture lead to a
separate class of tactical ghts (ko ghts), and thus are an important
factor in the game.
In previous research on move prediction, no attempts have been made to
include information that is obtained after a position has been evaluated, i.e.
tactical status of groups and inuence. In this study, this information is included
to measure its eect on prediction performance.
The magnitude and sign of the inuence at a certain intersection, or the
strength of a group, reveals information about the local position's wider sur-
roundings. Therefore, including inuence and group strength in the representa-
tion eectively includes global information in a local area. For example, a group
can be weak because it has been loosely surrounded by another group, or the
amount of inuence on a certain intersection can be high, indicating it has been
surrounded by a strong group.
When considering a move, Go players observe not only the local area, but
also the global context.
To obtain this information a reasonably strong open source Go program
is used: GNU Go 3.4 [19]. In the evaluation function used by GNU Go, an
elaborate algorithm for determining inuence is used. The basic ideas behind
this algorithm is that strong groups radiate more inuence than weak groups,
and that radiated inuence decays with increasing distance. To control exactly
how inuence is radiated through, i.e. enemy virtual connections, patterns
are used. For example, inuence does not radiate through an ikken-tobi (see
Chapter 2) connection.
As was explained in Chapter 4, inuence is an abstract concept. To give an
illustration of what this feature looks like, GNU Go was used to evaluate the
position shown in Figure 6.2. In this gure, W and B denote white and black
territory, respectively. Distribution of inuence is not shown in Figure 6.2, but
is shown separately as gray-scaled maps in Figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b).
Using the numerical values for both black and white inuence, the two extra
features included in the representation can be dened:
 Inuence - dierence between black and white inuence at an empty in-
tersection.
 Strength - the inuence radiation strength of a stone.
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Figure 6.2: A board position from the 27th Meijin League between Hikosaka
Naoto and Rin Kaiho. Evaluation by GNU Go (level 10) results in the displayed
segmentation of territory.
A remark about using GNU Go as an evaluation function is its strength.
The accuracy of evaluating a position depends on the strength of the person or
machine that performs the evaluation. Stronger players are able to give a better
estimates on the score of a game in progress than weaker players. Mistakes in
the evaluation could result in Inuence and Strength features that are a poor
indication of the global context, instead of a strong one. This remark should
be kept in mind when evaluating the eect of this feature on the prediction
performance.
6.3 Selection of training examples
Writing is one of the most important skills developed by mankind, and ever
since it was invented, important events have been recorded. The same holds
for games of Go between distinguished players - the earliest recorded games
date back to 250 AD. In the last couple of decades the internet has caused an
increase in the accessibility and amount of information. Internet Go servers now
provide a source of thousands of game records played between players of any
skill. Databases of professional games are growing each day. In this ocean of
information, which pieces should be used as examples in a supervised training
task? Previous research points in the direction of games played by professional
players - the higher the skill, the better. However, to the author's knowledge no
research has been done on using games played between less skilled players. It
49(a) Black inuence
(b) White inuence
Figure 6.3: Distribution of inuence for the board position in gure 6.2 accord-
ing to GNU Go's evaluation function.
50is the author's opinion that in order to draw any hard conclusion, both options
must be examined.
In a supervised learning setting, both positive and negative examples need
to be used.Using only a single class of examples, the network quickly "learns"
to produce the output associated with the example class, whatever the input.
When using professional moves as positive examples, and under the assumption
that the professional player plays optimal moves1, negative examples are easy
to nd. In ideal circumstances, all legal moves except the move made by the
expert could be used as a negative example. However, there are some issues
to take into account when selecting negative examples. Because in the training
task only the local region is encoded, randomly selecting a negative example
from the collection of all legal moves does not suit the training task very well.
This issue has not been addressed in previous research. Both Enderton and
Dahl do not mention any limit imposed on the distance allowed between the
professional's and the random move. Van der Werf et al. do note that in their
study the random move is selected within a "pre-dened maximum from the
professional's move", but do not motivate their choice.
In this study, negative examples are chosen from near the expert move. A
selection range parameter Rs is used to dene the maximum allowed distance
between the professional's move and the negative example. Typical values used
in this study range from Rs = 2 to Rs = 5. Eect of this parameter on the
move prediction performance is examined in the next chapter.
Another aspect of example selection not taken into account in previous re-
search has to do with phases of the game. The general approach taken in
previous studies is to make no distinction between moves that are made in, for
example, the opening phase or endgame. Although all moves made share a com-
mon thought - they must contribute in winning the game, moves made early in
the game dier from moves made near the end. By training the same neural
network on examples taken from whole games, an important question (research
question 3) is whether the neural network learns to generalize over all moves or
not. To answer this question, training should be performed on dierent phases
of the game.
6.3.1 Preprocessing of training data
There are a number of symmetries in a Go game position that can be used to
reduce the size of the state space. First of all, the board can be rotated and
reected without changing the state of the game. Rotating and reecting the
ROI in such a way that the closest edge is to the north, and the second closest
edge is to the east takes this invariance into account. As a result, the state
space is reduced with a factor close to eight.
Another invariance found in a Go position is color. Changing all the black
stones into white stones and vice versa merely changes the color of the person
next to move. Preprocessing the data set in such a way that it is always black's
turn to move reduces the state space with another factor of two.
1It is sometimes said that professional players strive for kami no itte, the divine move
516.4 Training method
Training is performed in a batch fashion. That is, weight updates are applied
only after the whole training set has been processed. However, instead of pre-
senting the entire training set to the network, selection of samples is done in
a probabilistic way: each epoch, a new, randomly selected percentage of the
training set is presented to the network, and the network's weights are updated
accordingly. The motivation behind this semi-dynamic nature of the training
process is that it might aid in the generalization abilities of the neural network.
During an epoch, all positions in the selected subset of the training data are
processed. From each position, two moves are selected: a positive (the profes-
sional's move) and a negative (within a range Rs from the positive example).
The neural network's valuations of the professional's move, Vp, and the random
move, Vr are used to obtain an error in both valuations:
errorp =

1   Vp if Vp < Vr + 
0 otherwise
errorr =

Vr if Vp < Vr + 
0 otherwise
The network's weights are updated in batch, using resilient propagation
(RPROP). As the training progresses, the frequency of weight updates will
decrease, because weights are only updated when the professional move is not
rated higher than a specic amount ( = 0:2) above the random move.
6.4.1 Resilient propagation
Using standard back-propagation (see Chapter 3) to update the weights has
as a serious downside that training progresses slowly. Therefore a faster vari-
ant of back-propagation, resilient propagation (RPROP) [43] is used. With
RPROP, the step size does not depend on the magnitude of the gradient. As
a result, in the nal stages of the training process where the gradient is less
steep, learning progress is not slowed down. Another advantage of this method
is that no parameters (compared to learning-rate and momentum for standard
back-propagation) need to be tuned - it is assumed that the standard settings
as described in [43] apply to this particular approach.
As in any gradient descent method, in RPROP the sign of a weight change
wij depends on the partial derivative of the error function corresponding to
weight wij:
wij(t) =
8
> <
> :
 ij(t); if E
wij (t) > 0
+ij(t); if E
wij (t) < 0
0; otherwise
Each weight maintains a private step size ij, which is adapted to the error-
function's surface in a clever way. Similar to the momentum term in back-
propagation, consecutive derivatives having the same sign indicate that the net-
work is moving steadily in one direction and allow an increase in the learning
rate. Again, RPROP uses only the signs of two consecutive derivatives to de-
termine the change in learning rate: In case of a change in sign the last weight
52update was too big and the system has jumped over a minimum.
ij(t) =
8
> <
> :
+  ij(t   1); if E
wij (t   1)  E
wij (t) > 0
   ij(t   1); if E
wij (t   1)  E
wij (t) < 0
ij(t   1); otherwise
In this study, all networks are trained with standard settings for + and  
- 1:2 and 0:5, respectively. The initial update-value 0 is set to 0.1.
6.5 Post-training evaluation
To avoid overtting the network, performance of the network is measured on a
validation set containing 400 games played between professional players. Train-
ing is stopped when the performance on the validation set has stopped improv-
ing. The games used in the validation set were not used in the training set.
After training, the predictor can be analyzed by measuring its performance
on an independent test set. The following section explains how this is done.
6.5.1 Performance evaluation
A number of statistics is used to measure the performance of the network on the
validation set. A commonly used statistic is absolute and relative ranking: In
each position, all possible moves within a certain distance of the professional's
move are valued by the neural network. The number of moves that are found
to be better according to the network, is the move's absolute ranking. In the
case of a perfect match, i.e. the neural network nds the professional's move
to be the best move among the examined moves, the absolute ranking would
be 1. Similarly, a move's relative ranking expresses the number of moves found
worse as a fraction of the number of remaining legal moves. A perfect match
corresponds to a relative ranking of 1.0.
Formally, when L is the set of legal moves in a position, NL is the number of
legal moves in a position, then absolute and relative ranking Rabs and Rrel can
be calculated by letting the trained neural network ' evaluate the professional
move Mp and all legal moves m 2 L:
Eeval(m) =

1; if '(m) > '(Mp)
0; otherwise
Rabs = 1 +
X
m2L
Eeval(m)
Rrel =
NL   Rabs
NL   1
To illustrate these statistics, suppose in a game position there are 170 pos-
sible moves, and the professional move is known to be C8. The trained neural
network can be used to value a move at C8, obtaining '(Mp), the value of
the professional move. All other 169 moves are also valued by the network,
counting each move that receives a higher valuation than '(Mp). If only
three moves are valued higher than the professional's move, Rabs = 4, and
Rrel = 166=169 = 0:98.
536.5.2 Using GNU Go as an analysis tool
As a comparison, the open-source project GNU Go is used [19]. GNU Go
is ranked at about 9 kyu on both the Kiseido Go Server (KGS) and the No
Name Go Server (NNGS). The task GNU Go is used for is similar to the local
predictor's validation test. GNU Go is used to suggest moves, and the expert's
move is ranked accordingly.
Again, both relative rank and absolute rank are measured. There is a slight
problem in this approach, however. GNU Go does not evaluate all possible
moves, but rather uses pattern-based move suggestion. After a suggestion phase,
values are assigned to positions where it is good to play. Positions not exam-
ined during the move suggestion process are assigned a value of 0.0. Therefore
sometimes GNU Go does not even examine the professional move and assigns
a value of 0.0 to it. Such a situation would result in a relative ranking close
to zero. To solve this, these cases are left out in the evaluation process. As
a result however, the measured performance of GNU Go might be slightly too
optimistic.
Since GNU Go is an open source project, its internal evaluations can be
measured. An interesting use of GNU Go is to determine the relation between
move prediction accuracy and playing strength. The strength of GNU Go can
be adjusted by setting its level. The lowest level, level 0, results in a playing
strength of about 25 kyu, whereas at the strongest level (level 10) GNU Go plays
at a strength of 9 kyu. It would be interesting to know whether an increase in
playing strength leads to an increase in prediction accuracy, as well.
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Results
In the previous chapter four research questions were posed, together with an ap-
proach for tackling those questions. In this chapter, experiments following from
the described approach are carried out and the results are examined. The exper-
iments are put into two main categories: supervised learning of move prediction
and the relation between prediction accuracy and playing strength. Supervised
learning of move prediction is described in Section 7.1, and addresses the rst
three research questions stated in the previous chapter. The fourth research
question, regarding the relation between prediction performance and playing
strength, is addressed in Section 7.2.
7.1 Local move prediction
In the local move prediction task we aim at addressing the rst three research
questions. In the experiments described below, the eect of including the fea-
tures Inuence and Strength is measured.
Another goal in the move prediction task is to gain some insight in the
complexity of the learning task. As was discussed in the previous chapter, both
expert and novice data is used in the experiments. The generalization abilities
of the network are further examined by examining prediction performance in
dierent phases of the game.
Many congurations regarding the set of features to use, size of the region
of interest (ROI), etc. are possible. Two dierent main congurations are
used. The rst class of experiments, which is discussed in Section 7.1.3, uses a
predictor similar to the one described in Enderton's research [13]. In the second
class of experiments, the ROI size is increased and more features are included
in the representation. These experiments will be discussed in Section 7.1.4.
7.1.1 Feature sets
Two dierent subsets of the features listed in the previous chapter are used.
The basic feature set contains features that are 'traditionally' used. In the basic
set, the following six features are included (for descriptions, see Chapter 6):
 Stone conguration
55 String Liberties
 Distance from the edge
 Captured Stones
 Move Liberties
 Ko
In the extended feature set, the feature String Liberties from the basic set is
replaced with features Inuence and Strength. All other features in the extended
same are the same ones as used in the basic set.
7.1.2 Training sets
In the training process, two sets of examples are used. An expert-moves data-
base, containing a total of 498880 moves stored in 2401 games. All of these
games are taken from the "Go Games on Disk" collection1. The other training
set contains "novice" data: it contains 502169 moves stored in 2319 games from
the Kiseido Go Server (KGS) [46]. The games in the expert set are all played
between professional players2. In the novice set, the average white and black
player's strength are 8:3 kyu and 9:2 kyu, respectively. Note that there is a
considerable dierence in skill between the expert and novice set.
Both training sets were decomposed into two sets: the rst set composed of
the rst 100 moves in a game, the second set contained moves 101 and up3. As
a result, six training sets can be identied:
 PRO: games played between professional players
 PRO-1: the rst 100 moves from each game in PRO
 PRO-2: moves 101 and up from each game in PRO
 KYU: games played between beginners
 KYU-1: the rst 100 moves from each game in KYU
 KYU-2: moves 101 and up from each game in KYU
A test set containing games not included in the training or validation set is
used for post-training performance evaluation. The test set contains 82 games
from the 2003 and 2004 Meijin title tournaments, and contain 221 moves on
average.
1The "Go Games On Disk" is a commercially available database of professional games and
articles about Go. It can be ordered from the internet at http://www.gogod.demon.co.uk/
2The precise rankings of these professional players are unknown, but all players are 1 dan
or stronger
3The average number of moves in a game lies around 210.
56Feature Neural network inputs
Stone conguration 16
String liberties 4
Inuence and Strength 4
Distance from the edge 18
Move liberties 2
Table 7.1: Overview of the features used in the simple predictors, and the
number of neural network inputs used by each feature.
training set
Rs PRO KYU
2 92.29% 92.28%
3 92.50% 92.60%
4 92.34% 92.60%
5 92.04% 92.29%
Table 7.2: Relative ranking scores of the basic move predictor on the test set
for dierent selection ranges and dierent training sets. For all scores, standard
deviations were less than 0.5%
7.1.3 Training a simple predictor
The neural network used in Enderton's Golem program is rather simple, consid-
ering the inputs it uses. Only the stone conguration for the eight neighboring
intersections, liberties of directly adjacent strings and number of liberties for
the stone played was used. Because Enderton encoded o-board information
implicitly in the stone conguration, the neural network is complemented with
features encoding the distance to the two closest edges.
Two neural networks were constructed based on Enderton's design. One of
the neural networks uses a subset of the basic feature set, whereas the other
uses a subset of the extended feature set. An overview of the specic features
used in this experiment is shown in Table 7.1. Both neural networks consist of
an input layer of 40 neurons, a hidden layer of 15 neurons, and a single output.
In the rst experiment, eect of the selection range parameter Rs is mea-
sured. Figure 7.1 shows a typical training curve found in these experiments. Re-
sults for six runs of training the predictor on both the professional and novice
set are shown in Table 7.2. Observing these results, we conclude that when
increasing Rs, prediction performance initially increases, but decreases when
Rs = 5. Therefore, the selection range is xed at Rs = 4 in the remaining
experiments. Another observation that can be made from Table 7.2 is that the
predictor seems unable to exploit the level of expertise stored in the professional
training set.
In the second experiment, the eect of including global information is ex-
amined. The two feature sets described in Section 7.1.1 are used. Again, per-
formance is measured using both training sets. Results for this experiment are
shown in Table 7.3. Again, using professional data does not result in a higher
score on the test set. Including features relating to the global context however,
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Figure 7.1: First 500 epochs of a typical training progress. Performance on both
the training and validation set are shown. Size of the validation set is about
one fteenth of the training set.
58feature set
training set basic extended
PRO 92.34% 93.13%
KYU 92.60% 93.12%
Table 7.3: Average scores on the test set for the two types of predictors used
and two dierent training sets. Scores are averaged over six runs. For all scores,
standard deviations were less than 0.5%
Selection range Rs
ROI Diameter 2 3 4 5
5 93.3 93.6 93.8 93.5
7 93.6 93.9 94.0 93.9
9 93.3 93.7 93.7 93.8
Table 7.4: Relative ranking for dierent sizes of the circle-shaped ROI, using
dierent values for the selection range parameter Rs.
does result in a signicantly4 higher score.
7.1.4 Advanced training
In order to obtain a more accurate predictor, the size of the ROI is increased
to capture more information. In earlier research, the eect of increasing the
size of the ROI on prediction performance has been examined [12, 50]. One of
the observations made in that research is that choosing the size rather than the
shape of the ROI is relevant. Therefore in this research only the circle-shaped
ROI is used.
The optimal size of the ROI is determined by training dierent sizes on
the professional training data. Although in the experiments with the simple
predictor described in the previous section an optimal value was determined,
the optimal selection range Rs may depend on the size of the ROI. Therefore,
this parameter is tuned again.
In Table 7.4, results for ve training runs are shown for dierent ROI sizes
and dierent selection ranges. In the training sessions, only the features stone
conguration and distance from the edge were included. Consistent with nd-
ings in other studies, increasing the diameter of the ROI beyond 7 decreases
performance. The optimal value for the selection range parameter Rs is again
found to be 4.
Using the determined optimal values for the size of the ROI and the selection
range, the neural networks that will be used in the following two experiments
are constructed. Again, two networks are used. The rst network uses features
from the basic feature set, and the second one uses features from the extended
feature set. Table 7.5 gives an overview of these features. The two neural
networks used in the training both contain 99 input units, 40 hidden units, and
4Signicance is determined by using a t-Test. The t-Test gives the probability that the
dierence between two means is caused by chance. If this probability is less than 0.05, the
dierence is called signicant.
59Feature Neural network inputs
Stone conguration 72
String liberties 4
Inuence and Strength 4
Distance from the edge 18
Move liberties 2
Captured stones 2
Ko 1
Table 7.5: Overview of the features used in the advanced predictors, and the
number of neural network inputs used by each feature.
training set
feature set PRO KYU
basic 94.45% 94.28%
extended 94.72% 94.49%
Table 7.6: Average scores on the test set for the two types of predictors and
two dierent training sets. Scores are averaged over ve runs. For all scores,
standard deviations were less than 0.5%
a single output.
In the rst of the two nal experiments, the two types of predictors are
trained on both the professional data and the novice data. Again, prediction
performance on the test set is measured. However, the test set is now decom-
posed into two subsets, in the same way as was done for the two training sets.
The rst subset contains the rst 100 moves of each game, whereas the second
subset contains moves 101 and up. Table 7.6 shows the prediction performance
when measured on the whole test set. In this table, a signicant eect of the
change in feature set is observed. Furthermore, the training set also has a sig-
nicant impact on the prediction performance. Table 7.7 shows a more detailed
view, and reveals some important dierences from Table 7.6:
 Prediction performance is highest during the rst 100 moves of a game.
 When training is performed on professional data, using either the basic or
extended feature set no longer has a signicant eect on the score.
 The choice of training set has no signicant eect on the prediction per-
formance of moves 101 and up.
Motivated by the result that apparently the learning task becomes more dif-
cult as the game progresses, another experiment is set up. In this experiment,
training is no longer performed on the full professional or novice training set,
but on its subsets. Results are shown in Table 7.8. Comparing this table to Ta-
ble 7.7, reveals that this training approach signicantly increases the prediction
performance.
There are also a number of other interesting observations that can be made
from Table 7.8:
60training set
feature set PRO KYU
basic 96.16% 92.70% 95.91% 92.71%
extended 96.23% 93.10% 96.12% 93.08%
Table 7.7: Average scores on two subsets of the test set for the two types of
predictors, trained on two dierent training sets. In each column, the rst value
is the score on the rst subset, the second value is the score on the second
subset. Scores are averaged over ve runs. For all scores, standard deviations
were less than 0.5%
training set
feature set PRO-1 PRO-2 KYU-1 KYU-2
basic 96.44% 92.96% 96.02% 92.94%
extended 96.52% 93.37% 96.02% 93.24%
Table 7.8: Average scores on the test set for the two types of predictors, trained
on four dierent training sets. Scores are averaged over ve runs. For all scores,
standard deviations were less than 0.5%
 The feature set (basic or extended) has no signicant impact on the pre-
diction performance during the rst 100 moves of the games in the test
set.
 The feature set does have a signicant eect on prediction performance
during moves 101 and up.
 During the rst 100 moves of the games in the test set, training on ei-
ther professional or novice data has a signicant eect on the obtained
performance.
 For moves 101 and up, there is no signicant eect of training on either
professional or novice data.
All results discussed so far concern only the trained network's relative rank-
ing. Using the absolute ranking for each move in the test set, some more insight
can be gained in the predictor's behavior. For example, it would be interesting
to know how often the professional's move is correctly predicted from all moves,
or how often it can be found among the top three moves, etc. Figure 7.2 gives
a graphical view of this information. From this gure it can be observed that
the professional move was predicted correctly in 16.2% of the cases, and that in
42.7% of the cases the professional move is among the top 5 moves.
7.2 Performance of GNU Go at move prediction
GNU-Go's move prediction performance is measured on the same set of games
used in the validation of the neural network. The resulting statistics are dis-
played in Table 7.9. An interesting observation that can be made from this table
is the relatively small increase in relative ranking compared to the increase in
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mulative probability that the professional move is among the 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displayed.
62Positions Average
Level examined rel. rank % Correct
0 66364 0.9390 16.31
1 66459 0.9393 16.58
2 66466 0.9397 16.73
3 66449 0.9399 16.83
4 66436 0.9400 16.84
5 66429 0.9400 16.86
6 66426 0.9400 16.88
7 66430 0.9400 16.87
8 66428 0.9402 16.94
9 66426 0.9402 16.93
10 66426 0.9403 16.95
Table 7.9: Performance of GNU Go on predicting the professional's move from
all legal moves in a set of 400 games.
playing strength. A more detailed illustration of this can be found in Figure 7.3,
in which cumulative absolute ranking for the strongest and weakest playing level
is plotted.
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Figure 7.3: Cumulative performance of GNU Go at the move prediction task.
The cumulative probability that the professional move is among the rst N
moves is displayed.
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Conclusions and discussion
In this chapter the results obtained in the previous chapter are related to the re-
search questions posed in Chapter 6, and to machine learning of move prediction
in Go in general.
8.1 Conclusions
In the experiments, many quantitative results were obtained concerning the per-
formance of trained move predictors. In some cases there was a clear dierence
in relative rank statistics, and in other cases the distinction was less clear. The
conclusions in this section are based on those quantitative results.
8.1.1 Eect of features related to the global context
For the simple "enderton-like" move predictor, including features related to the
global context resulted in a signicant increase in relative ranking. Although
this result can not be generalized to other types of predictors using dierent
features, it gives an initial idea of the importance of these "global" features.
For the predictor that covered a larger area, the increase was signicant as
well. At rst sight, this might seem counter-intuitive, because more information
is captured due to the larger size of the region of interest (ROI). That in spite
of the larger ROI the eect of these global features is still signicant indicates
the diculty of capturing global information in a local area by merely encoding
stone conguration, liberties of strings, etc. It also conrms the nature of the
game of Go as being a game of strategy, in which local battles should always be
placed in a bigger context.
One of the author's initial expectations was that the global features would
have a signicant eect on prediction performance especially during the rst
part of the game. The idea behind this thought is that in the beginning of
the game, the board shows large empty areas, and global relations between
local areas are hard to identify. A feature such as Inuence was thought of as
iron lings in a magnetic eld - revealing seemingly invisible strategic relations.
The results found when measuring prediction performance in dierent phases
of the game can therefore be called surprising: including features Inuence and
65Strength only has a signicant eect on prediction performance during the later
part of the game.
Although no further examination into why this initial thought proved wrong
was conducted, there is a possible explanation for this. The impact of the
features Strength and Inuence might be largely accounted for by only one of
these two features. Since the concept of inuence plays a large role especially
during the rst part of the game, the results could be interpreted as meaning
that the Strength feature takes most of the eect into account.
8.1.2 Choice and decomposition of the training set
The experiments in which move predictors were trained on dierent training
sets have yielded some interesting results. In the experiments with a very simple
predictor, the achieved performance using a training set containing professional
moves was never signicantly higher than when novice training data was used.
Rather, the prediction performance when using expert data was sometimes even
signicantly lower.
The predictor using a larger ROI however, seemed to be able to pick up
the "better" knowledge stored in professional games. Decomposing the test set
in two parts, and measuring prediction performance on these separate parts
revealed some important details. The eect of the choice of the training set
was only signicant during the rst part of the games in the test set. There
are a number of ways to interpret this results. First of all, there might be a
higher degree of agreement between professional players and amateurs during
the later part of the game. This however, seems rather unlikely. One only
needs to compare a few games played between either professionals or amateurs
to acknowledge the nonsense of this claim. Another possible explanation, and a
more likely one, is that learning from professional moves is a much more dicult
task than learning from amateurs. Learning from strong amateur play might
be enough to predict professional moves with a certain degree of success.
The signicant dierences in prediction performance for dierent phases of
the game reveal that knowledge extracted during the rst part does not gener-
alize over the whole game. As a Go player, this is easy to acknowledge. Moves
played in the beginning of the game have a "character" that diers from moves
played during the endgame. There are of course, general principles behind
strong moves, but the results obtained on the decomposed training and test
sets indicate that these principles are not learned.
8.1.3 Strength and prediction accuracy
Because no evaluation function was present, the trained move predictors could
not be used in a full Go playing program. As was already pointed out in the
studies by Enderton [13] and van der Werf, et al [12], always playing the move
valued highest by the predictor results in poor play.
As a result, no conclusion regarding the relation between playing strength
and prediction accuracy can be made based on the training results. However,
when examining GNU Go's strength and comparing it with GNU Go's perfor-
mance on the move prediction task, an interesting observation can be made.
The improvement in GNU Go's relative rank statistic is rather small compared
to the program's signicant increase in strength. Since only a single dimension
66of this relation has been investigated, not many conclusions can be drawn from
this result.
As a Go player, the author can imagine that perhaps some explanation for
this might be drawn from the noticeable dierence in playing style between
computer Go programs and human players. Since a dierence in playing style
between two players does not mean either player is stronger than the other, this
might be an explanation for this result. But until more research is carried out
on this matter, not much more than some thoughts and ideas can be posed.
8.2 Discussion
Using supervised learning for move suggestion in the game of Go is still a fresh
eld, in which lots of explorations can still be made. A key motivation behind
this study was to investigate the applicability of existing methods. Results from
the experiments show that a number of assumptions one would make by using
common sense prove to be less easy to grasp. The most important, and most
general conclusion drawn in the previous section is that retrieving knowledge
stored in Go games is a dicult undertaking.
Using supervised learning for move prediction is, at rst sight, a logical
choice. The large number of possible moves and the length of the game make
an unsupervised setting an almost impossible task. Another strong motivation
for using supervised learning is found in the enormous amount of expert data
that is available. An interesting resemblance with supervised learning and the
game of Go itself, is that observing professional games is often used as a teaching
method in order to get a certain feeling, or artistic appreciation of good moves.
In complex tactical ghts however, the right move is sometimes the move most
strongly opposed to this "feeling".
It is the author's belief that the same holds for supervised learning of "good"
moves. The enormous amount of possibilities on a Goban1, and the need for
a neural network to capture the most general principles in order to generalize
well, seem to exclude each other. Results obtained in the later part of the game
(during moves 101 and up), generally show a lower prediction performance. It
is in this part of the game when important tactical ghts can be found on the
board, and it is in tactical ghts where general principles are not good enough for
strong play. It is the author's expectation that a world-class Go playing program
will consist of machine learning techniques, but that traditional techniques such
as alpha-beta search will be needed to help guide the "machine" through the
hardest parts.
1a Goban is the board on which the game of Go is played
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Future work
The methodology of supervised learning, applied to learning to distinguish good
moves from bad, has only been explored for a small part in this study. More
research is needed to gain additional insight into this domain. The eect of
including contextual information can be explored much further, and many more
decompositions of example games are possible.
A matter that was merely touched in this research, but still requires a lot
more understanding, is the relation between playing strength and move predic-
tion accuracy. GNU Go is only one example out of many available programs.
Especially for programs that use neural networks trained on example games,
such as Enderton's Golem [13], it would be interesting to see what the benets
of being able to achieve a high prediction accuracy exactly are.
So far, all research on learning to select good moves in the game of Go
has used the paradigm of supervised learning. However, sometimes information
necessary for "understanding" certain moves is not stored in examples. This is
true for, for example information obtained after evaluating a position: including
global features such as inuence or group strength in the representation improves
prediction accuracy. Another piece of information that is missing in examples
is the purpose of a move. There are many purposes for a move: it can be an
attacking move, a defensive move, a probe, a killing move, a cutting move, etc.
Perhaps studies on machine learning should focus on only a small part of the
possible purposes for a move. Instead of example plays, example sub-positions
could be used as problems to solve, focusing only on moves that have a single
goal. In such small-scale settings, reinforcement learning could be used instead
of supervised learning.
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